GRAM GAMES ANNOUNCES MERGE DRAGONS!,
THE FIRST MAJOR RELEASE FROM NEW LONDON STUDIO
London, 29th June 2017 – Today Gram Games has announced Merge Dragons!,
their first IAP title, and first major release from new London Studio, coming to iOS
today and Android later this year. San Francisco based veteran game developer and
Creative Director for Merge Dragons! Ray Mazza, joined the Gram Games family
earlier this year to bring the game to market.
Merge Dragons! is a fascinating puzzle adventure game, where players are tasked
with healing a magical land, harnessing the power of dragons, solving fun puzzles
and building their camp to grow their dragons. All items in the game can be matched
and merged to produce unique artifacts and create a variety of effects. There are
dragon eggs, trees, treasures, stars, magical flowers and dragons themselves, all
that interact with each other and help players overcome mysterious puzzles.
Players will discover over 500 items and artifacts around the realm. They will interact
with and freely move them around, matching and merging, to grow their powers.
Numerous collectable dragons will aid players on their journey. Dragons can be
matched and merged through eight growth stages and evolved into new varieties.
There are over 600 quests for gamers to play through, making this one of the most
epic puzzle games available for mobile. Players can also repeat more than 100
levels, to generate power-ups and build their dragon camp.
Mehmet Ecevit, Gram’s Co-Founder and CEO, comments: “We’re delighted to bring
Merge Dragons! to the world, the first title from our new London studio. This is our
most exciting release to date, and our first IAP product. We’re looking forward to
seeing where this game takes us. We believe that players from around the world will
love and enjoy the story of Merge Dragons! as much as we enjoyed making it.”
Ray Mazza, Creative Director, on Merge Dragons!: “Merge Dragons! is a game of
crafting and discovery, as much as it is a puzzle game. We wanted players to
experience the joy of discovery as they explore and interact with our matching and
merging world. This gameplay also allows players to build their own space, but never
run out of space, thanks to the power of merging.”
Merge Dragons! is brought to you by Gram Games, the studio behind the top hit
titles 1010!, Merged!, Six! and Bounzy!.
Download and discover the magical world of Merge Dragons! from iOS today and
soon on Android.
Follow Merge Dragons!:
http://mergedragons.com
http://www.facebook.com/MergeDragons
http://twitter.com/MergeDragons
http://instagram.com/MergeDragons

Contact:
mergedragons@gram.gs

